Porter Davis
SKS Technologies was engaged by the
Porter Davis Group to provide the design
and implementation of the Audio Visual
requirements for their new offices in the
Docklands region in Melbourne’s CBD. Through a
consultative approach, the team at SKS were able
to work in conjunction with the vested parties
from Porter Davis to engineer multiple solutions
for spaces ranging from small huddle spaces
through to joinable meeting spaces, ensuring
that each area would provide maximum
functionality and value for money.
The basis of design was an economical solution
with outstanding reliability and ease-of-use, to
which, was delivered on time and on budget.
Some of the technologies rolled out were a
simple to use keypad that had a unified design
ensuring any person utilising any space would
have a familiarity with the control and avoid any
unnecessary confusion when using the provided
AV products. The provision of simply connectivity
to wireless presentation devices also ensured
that there would be no need for presenters to
carry bulky interconnecting cables.
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As part of the Porter Davis experience, there
were a number of small FOH meeting rooms
designed for customer interaction and sales
development, these rooms were fitted with
a fully integrated Room Booking system that
streamlined the process of building planning
and sales with the end client.

Wireless presentation devices

Other spaces included a staff hub where social
interaction would take place and full company
announcements made and a training facility
allowing staff to stay up to date with latest
practices and policies.
The entire project has received outstanding
reviews by all staff at Porter Davis as they
appreciate the simplicity of the system provided
allowing them more time to achieve their daily
goals without unnecessary disruption due
to technical issues
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Meeting rooms with customer interaction

DETAILS
»»Job Value $450,000
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Room booking systems
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Reliability and ease of use

